LOIS REPORTING FROM MONTGOMERY, APRIL 11, 2021
What a gorgeous week this has been for all of us, and getting outside to get some raking and lawn work
done. But this warm weather put an early end to sugaring. A short season for the sugar makers.
Sue Wilson has submitted an email to me and She wants to thank the 4 volunteers that came and took the
wreaths down, A SPECIAL THANKS to John and Justin Kuryloski, Brent Godin, and Roger Garceau.
I have asked for my readers to share something that I can use for this Column. This week I am sharing some
funny happenings to Esther Varela..Entitled..”UNEXPECTED”
When, I least expected it, the unexpected happened right before my eyes in a grocery store,
Shopping for an ingredient, a small lemon extract, as I reached up on the shelf, it fell to the floor,
Luckily, the bottle wasn’t broken, so I went to the check out,
The clerk scanned the bar and its price was an unexpected amount, Expecting $3.59 for it, the scan had no
decimal and read $359.
WOW! This was corrected from another with it’s right price and all was fine.
Commuting to work on a Expressway, an unexpected delivery truck’s rear door released Chiquita banana’s
into the air,
These yellow banana’s were flying everywhere, vehicles were sliding all over the place,
Even the Sheriff’s car was out of control and there was shear terror on each face.
Unexpectedly, traffic was able to slow down and it went back to a moving highway.
People took a sigh of relief and continued on to their destination and the story of that day.
What I expected was a dental visit after a long ride but the dental hygienist greeted me and said that
I couldn’t come inside.
We’ve had an unexpected visitor, a skunk who spooked the office and escaped outside,
Sorry for this but the dentist will be able to see you at two.
Yes, it’s all right and I can browse at a bookstore which I had planned to do,
Without delay, I set out but was side tracked when I noticed, “Winter Sale” so I set out for find a
Turquoise ski jacket, which I found.
Although I succeeded, after much outdoor use, I noticed a rip and down feathers’ floating around,
Unexpectedly, feathers from my jacket appeared in a supermarket, a ski lodge, and even in the post office
While I was there,
What a year it has been here and elsewhere. ( This is wonderful. I did not expect this but it Unexpectedly
has worked out just great, Thank You so much!!
Happy Birthday to: Margie Harrocks, David Martinson, Joe Sherman,David Brown, Mike Abramowitz 4/18;
Darlene Marrier 4/19; Karen Soule, Kelly Sullivan 4?21; Amy Hurlbut, Joshua and Brandon Ryea 4/22; Beth
Crane, Tara Ryan 4/23; Curly Sheltra 4/24.
**Name three inventions that have helped people get up in the world, the elevator, escalator and the alarm
clock.** How do you divide 16 apples among 17 people. Make Applesauce. This is all, hope you enjoy it,
and enjoy our nice weather while it lasts. God Bless. M.L.T.A.

